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Covered Calls

Introduction
Covered Calls are one of the most commonly used option 

strategies and are used by a wide range of investors and traders 

to enhance the returns of their portfolios. A Covered Call strategy 

entails an investor writing (selling) a Call Option over shares they 

already own. The investor earns a premium (a sum of money) for 

the sold option.  

Covered Call practitioners will often look for moderate  

dividend yielding, high volatility shares over which to apply the 

strategy. The moderate dividend yield plus the higher premium 

which can be earned can boost a portfolio’s cash flow and 

ultimate performance.

Who should trade 
Covered Calls?
Covered Calls are best suited to investors who hold shares in a 

company and:

•	 would	like	to	generate	additional	yield	or	cash	flow	into	 

their portfolio

•	 have	a	neutral	to	mildly	bullish	view	on	the	share

•	 are	willing	to	sell	their	shares	at or give up any upside 

above a predetermined share price.

In return for foregoing potential upside in their shares, investors 

will receive cash in the form of option premium. 

What is a Call Option?
A Call Option is a financial contract between two parties, a 

buyer and seller. The buyer of the call pays a fee called “option 

premium” to receive the right but not the obligation to buy:

•	 a	specific	quantity	of	shares	(the	underlying)

•	 at	a	predetermined	price	(strike	price)

•	 on	or	before	a	specified	date	(expiration	date).	

The seller (writer) earns the “option premium” and is then 

obligated to sell the underlying shares of the Call Option at the 

strike price if the buyer decides to “call his stock.” 

With all other factors remaining constant, an increase in the 

underlying share price will result in an increase of the Call 

Option’s value (premium)1.

1	Refer	to	Appendix	1	for	more	information	on	option	pricing.
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im to build a detailed understanding of our clients’ immediate 

and strategic investment goals, to ensure the most appropriate 

deposit	or	investment	solution	for	your	specific	requirements.	

Our	experienced	specialists	have	in-depth	knowledge	of	the	

legal, fiscal and regulatory frameworks in emerging markets. 

Our money market solutions integrate seamlessly with other 

products	and	services	such	as	foreign	exchange	or	interest	rate	

derivative products, to ensure optimal value for our clients. 

In	South	temquo	ea	dignis	aut	que	parum	eum	nam	consequis	

alias sanim

What is a Covered Call?
A Covered Call is a strategy whereby an investor writes (sells/

shorts) a call option over shares they already own to a buyer (in 

this case The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited). The call 

options are considered “covered” because the underlying shares 

fully collateralise (cover) the obligation created from writing 
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Underlying Stock Price 

Long Shares Only Long Shares + Short R110 Calls 

Sacrificing upside 

Call Premium R 5.00 
(5%) 

Downside cushioning 

Strike price  R110,   
10% Out-of-the-money 

Max return 15% 

the calls. The investor in return receives an option premium for 

selling the calls which is immediately credited to their Online 

Share Trading (OST) account. 

 

Diagram 1: Payoff diagram comparing Holding Stock versus      

writing Covered Calls and Holding Stock.
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What happens at Expiry Date?
The underlying share price closes above the 
strike price (predetermined price):

•	 The	options	are	exercised/taken-up	by	the	Standard	Bank	

of South Africa Limited.

•	 The	investor	(seller)	delivers	their	shares	to	the	bank	and	is	

paid the strike price in return.

•	 The	shares	will	be	transferred	out	of	the	investors	OST	

account	as	a	consequence	of	the	bank	exercising	its	right.

•	 The	cash	from	the	sale	of	the	shares	(number	of	shares	

multiplied by the strike price), are credited to the investors 

OST account.

•	 An	investor	selling	Covered	Calls	is	essentially	agreeing	

to forego any upside in the underlying share above the 

Covered Calls strike price in return for the premium that 

they are paid. 

The underlying shares price closes below or at 
the strike price (predetermined price):

•	 The	investor	keeps	their	shares	and the option premium 

they have received.

•	 The	investor	can	choose	to	repeat	the	process	and	write	

more	Calls	out	to	the	next	expiration	date	and	receive 

a premium again.

To ensure that investors can meet their potential obligation to 

deliver their shares to the bank (in return for being paid the 

strike price), they are pledged/reserved in their OST account. 

The shares cannot	be	sold	until	the	Covered	Calls	expire	or 

are unwound2.  

Below	is	a	simplified	example	of	the	mechanics	of	a	 

Covered Call trade:

Example 1
3

  

•	 An	investor	holds	1	000	XYZ	shares	currently	trading 

at	R100.00.

•	 The	investor	has	a	neutral	to	slightly	bullish	view	on	the	

shares and is of the opinion that the share price will have 

little	movement	within	the	next	three	months.	

•	 The	investor	decides	to	write	Covered	Calls	over	XYZ.

•	 The	investor	decides	to	sell	10%	Out-of-the-money	(OTM)

Covered Calls4	at	a	strike	price	of	R110.00

•	 The	investor	sells	1	000	XYZ	Covered	Calls	with	the	

following terms :

	 -	 Strike	price	of	R110.00

	 -	 Expiry	date	–	92	days

	 -	 Investor	receives	option	premium	of	R5	000.00	or	

R5.00	per	option	(R5.00	x	1	000)	into	their	OST	account	

on	trade	date	(not	expiry	date).

•	 The	investor	holds	1	000	XYZ	shares	and	now	holds	a	short	

position	in	1	000	XYZ	Covered	Calls.

•	 The	Investor	is	effectively	agreeing,	in	return	for	the	option	

premium they have received, to forego any upside above 

the	strike	price	of	R110.00	if	XYZ	shares	move	higher	than	

R110.00	by	the	expiry	date.	

2 Covered Calls would need to be purchased back from the bank, crossing a bid/offer spread to close or unwind a Covered Call position. 
3 For	these	examples	we	assume	zero	trading	costs. 
4 For a Call, when an option’s strike price is higher than the market price of the share.
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Possible	scenarios	at	expiration	date:

1. Share price closes at the strike price 
of R110.00

•	 In	92	days	time,	XYZ	shares	close	at	R110.00.

•	 The	Calls	have	expired	“at-the-money”5 and the investor 

retains ownership of the underlying shares and has banked 

the full option premium. 

•	 The	investor	could	write	more	Covered	Calls	to	the	next	

maturity if they wish.

•	 The	return	made	on	capital	appreciation	of	XYZ	shares	is	

R10.00	per	share	or	R10	000.00	in	total	 

([R110.00	–	R100.00]	multiplied	by	1	000	shares).

•	 The	return	made	on	Covered	Calls	R5.00	or	R5	000.00	in	

total	(options	expired	worthless).

•	 The	total	return	on	shares	plus	Covered	Call	premium:	 

R15	000.00	(R10	000.00	+	R5	000.00).

This	scenario	demonstrates	the	maximum	potential	return	for	

a	Covered	Call	trade	because	anything	above	a	R110.00	close	

in	XYZ	would	result	in	the	investor’s	shares	getting	called	away	

at	R110.00.	Maximum	profit	=	(Strike	–	underlying	price)	+	

premium received.
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5 An	option	is	considered	at-the-money	(ATM)	if	the	option’s	strike	price	is	equal	to	the	underlying	share	price. 
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2. Share price closes below the  
strike price of R110.00 but above  
starting price of R100.00

•	 In	92	days	time,	XYZ	shares	close	at	R105.00.	

•	 The	Calls	have	expired	“out-of-the-money”	and	the	investor	

retains ownership of the underlying shares and has banked 

the full option premium. 

•	 The	investor	could	write	more	Covered	Calls	to	the	next	

maturity if they wish.

•	 The return made	on	capital	appreciation	of	XYZ	shares	is	

R5.00	per	share	or	R5	000.00	in	total	 

([R105.00	–	R100.00]	multiplied	by	1	000	shares).

•	 The	return	made	on	Covered	Calls	is	R5.00	or	R5	000.00	 

in total.

•	 Total	return	on	shares	plus	Covered	Call	premium:	 

R10	000.00	(R5	000.00	+	R5	000.00).

This scenario demonstrates an enhanced potential return 

for a Covered Call trade compared to an outright 

share purchase.
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6 A	Call	Option	is	considered	out-of-the-money	(OTM)	if	the	option’s	strike	price	is	higher	than	the	underlying	share	price. 
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3. Share price closes below the  
strikeprice of R110.00 and below the 
starting price of R100.00

•	 In	92	days	time,	XYZ	shares	close	at	R95.00.	

•	 The	Calls	have	expired	“out-of-the-money”6 and the 

investor retains ownership of the underlying shares and has 

banked the full option premium. 

•	 The	investor	could	write	more	Covered	Calls	to	the	next	

maturity if they wish.

•	 The negative return made	on	capital	depreciation	of	XYZ	

shares	is	R5.00	per	share	or	R5	000.00	in	total	 

([R95.00	–	R100.00]	multiplied	by	1	000	shares).

•	 The	return	made	on	Covered	Calls	is	R5.00	or	R5	000.00 

in total.

•	 Total	return	on	shares	plus	Covered	Call	premium	is:	 

R0.00	(-R5	000.00	+	R5	000.00).

This scenario demonstrates the break-even potential return 

for	a	Covered	Call	trade	when	a	long-only	strategy	would	have	

resulted in a loss.
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4. Share price closes well-below the  
strike price of R110.00 and below the 
starting price of R100.00

•	 In	92	days	time,	XYZ	shares	close	at	R85.00	

•	 The	Calls	have	expired	“out-of-the-money”	and	the	investor	

retains ownership of the underlying shares and has banked 

the full option premium. 

•	 The	investor	could	write	more	Covered	Calls	to	the	next	

maturity if they wish.

•	 The negative return	made	on	capital	depreciation	of	XYZ	

shares	is	R15.00	per	share	or	R15	000.00	in	total 

([R85.00	–	R100.00]	multiplied	by	1	000	shares).

•	 The	positive	return	made	on	Covered	Calls	is	R5.00	or 

R5	000.00	in	total	

•	 The	negative	return	on	shares	plus	Covered	Call	premium	is:	

–R10	000.00	(–R15	000.00	+	R5	000.00).

This scenario demonstrates the reduced-loss negative return for 

a	Covered	Call	trade	when	compared	to	a	long-only	strategy.
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5. Share price closes above the strike 
price R110.00

•	 In	92	days	time	XYZ	shares	close	at	R120.00.

•	 The	Covered	Calls	have	expired	“In-the-money”7. 

•	 The	investor’s	options	will	now	be	exercised	and	the 

1	000	XYZ	will	be	delivered	automatically	to	the	bank 

at R110.00 (the strike price).

•	 The	return	made	on	capital	appreciation	of	XYZ	shares 

is	R10.00	per	share	or	R10	000.00	in	total 

([R110.00	–	R100.00]	multiplied	by	1	000	shares).

•	 The	return	made	on	Covered	Calls	R5.00	or	R5	000.00 

in total.

•	 Total	return	on	shares	plus	Covered	Call	premium	is:	 

R15	000	(R10	000	+	R5	000).

This scenario demonstrates the opportunity-cost for a Covered 

Call	trade	when	compared	to	a	long-only	strategy.	In	a	long-

only	scenario	the	investor	would	be	up	R20	000.00	but	in	the	

Covered	Call	scenario	the	upside	from	R110.00	to	R120.00	is	

forgone	and	the	return	is	R15	000.00.	

Chart 5 pg 9
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7	A	call	is	considered	In-the-money	(ITM)	if	the	option’s	strike	price	is	lower	than	the	underlying	share	price.

Scenario 5
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6. Investor unwinds (closes out) his  
Covered Calls before expiration

•	 On	or	before	the	expiration	date	of	the	investor’s	Covered	

Calls, the investor would have the option to unwind (close 

out) the Covered Call position. They would have to buy back 

the	Covered	Calls	with	the	same	strike	price	and	expiry	date.	

The investor will have a short position in Covered Calls and 

therefore would need to buy them back to unwind.

 Please note: Covered Calls should be transacted as a 

medium-term	strategy	(that	is,	held	until	expiry	of	the	

option) and should not be viewed as trading instruments. 

Whilst	you	will	be	able	to	unwind	the	position	prior	to	expiry	

it is likely that you will cross a large bid/offer spread, which 

could result in losses. The potential benefits of this strategy 

will be heavily impacted by early unwinds.

•	 Remember	that	over	the	life	of	a	call	option,	a	Call	Option’s	

value will increase as the underlying share price increases 

(everything	else	being	equal	and	vice	versa)	and	therefore,	

the premium (Covered Call price) of the Covered Call that 

the unwind purchase transaction will take place at may be 

different from the premium originally received from selling 

the	Covered	Calls.	Refer	to	Appendix	1	for	more	information	

on option pricing.

•	 Continuing	with	our	examples	let’s	assume	that	before	

expiry	date,	XYZ	is	trading	at	R120.00.

•	 The	investor	decides	that	they	don’t	want	their	stock	called	

away	at	R110.00	and	would	like	to	keep	their	shares.

•	 To	ensure	the	investor’s	shares	are	not	called	away,	the	

investor would place an order (in the same way he originally 

sold	the	Covered	Calls)	to	buy	back	1	000	XYZ	Covered	

Calls	with	a	strike	price	of	R110.00	and	the	same	expiry	date.

8	The	Premium	of	R11.00	is	a	round	number	used	for	illustration	purposes	and	will	vary	across	different	shares,	strike	prices,	expiry	dates	and	will	also		

	 be	depend	on	how	much	time	is	left	to	the	expiry	date	of	the	Covered	Call.	In	this	example	we	have	assumed	that	the	investor	is	unwinding	a	month		

	 before	expiry	so	that	the	option	has	R1.00	in	time	value	and	R10.00	in	intrinsic	value.

•	 The	investor	will	now	have	to	pay	R11	000.00	or	R11.008 

per option to unwind his Covered Call position  

(R11.00 x 1 000 options). In this instance the investor is 

making a loss of R6 000.00 as they received R5 000.00 

in premium on writing the Covered Call – but are paying 

R11 000.00 to unwind it. 

•	 Once	the	Covered	Call	position	has	been	closed	out	the	

investor can carry on holding their shares and/or could write 

more Covered Calls with a new strike price and longer  

dated	expiry.
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Advantages of trading 
Covered Calls vs.  
Holding Only shares
We have compiled a study where we compare the performance 

of two different portfolios, in the first portfolio an investor starts 

off	by	investing	R100.00	into	a	single	share	and	all	dividends	

received are reinvested back into the same share.

In the second portfolio we simulate a passive Covered Call 

strategy	where	an	investor	also	starts	off	by	investing	R100.00	

into the same share with dividends reinvested but at the same 

time	sells	10%	Out-of-the-money	Covered	Calls	over	the	share	

and	repeats	the	process	of	writing	calls	every	quarter.	Every	

quarter	(expiry	of	the	Covered	Calls)	the	following	happens:

•	 If	the	Covered	Calls	do	not	expire	In-the-money	(share	price	

closes below the option’s strike price):

–	 The	investor	keeps	the	underlying	shares.

–	 All	cash	received	during	the	quarter	is	used	to	buy	

more of the underlying shares (Dividends received 

on the underlying share plus Covered Call premium 

received previously).

–	 The	investor	then	sells	10%	Out-of-the-money	covered	

Calls	which	expire	at	the	next	quarter	(90	days	away).

•	 If	the	Covered	Calls	expire	In-the-money	(share	price 

closes above the option’s strike price):

–	 The	investor’s	shares	are	called	away	and	delivered	to	

the bank at the option’s strike price.

–	 The	cash	proceeds	from	the	shares	being	called	away	

plus	all	cash	received	during	the	quarter	is	used	to	buy	

the underlying shares again (Dividends received on the 

underlying share plus Covered Call premium received 

previously).

–	 The	investor	then	sells	more	10%	Out-of-the-money	

Covered	Calls	which	expire	at	the	next	quarter 

(90	days	away).

We have completed our study looking back over a period of 

11	years	(beginning	of	2001	to	the	end	of	2011)	on	two	

shares	Anglo	American	PLC	(AGL)	and	MTN	Group	LTD	(MTN).	

The	Covered	Call	strategy	tends	to	outperform	an	equity	only	

strategy in a range bound or bear markets, however, there was 

an under performance of the Covered Call strategy during the 

bull	market	(2004	to	2008)	and	then	started	to	outperform	

post	the	2008	financial	crisis	when	markets	were	in	a	bear	

market. The Covered Call strategy collected an average premium 

of	roughly	4.7%	on	both	shares	(Covered	Call	premium	as	

a percentage of the underlying price) and out of 44 option 

expiries	the	AGL	scenario	saw	the	investor’s	stock	being	called	

away	14	times	and	15	times	for	the	MTN.

Diagram 1: Anglo American PLC

Diagram 2:	MTN	Group	LTD
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abor seque es alitia quas dolutation eostiore post mi, te con 

peliam, consequ iatur? Equid molorem. Ehent exped quiam 

aditam illuptam am aut modit re vendam fugiaturem quodi verit 

harit aut es rectur? Ga. Ut alis doluptas dolo blabor aut ipis 

eosam, ut laborro tota et ad quis moluptatur aborrup taectiu 

ntotaque volo volendi taspis duci noneserent quia sequunt fuga. 

Rion recto cum ium ditibus.Idis dendell acerum volupta sitasi 

velitatus invel ipsa suntur?

Henimintur, voluptam doles debistiae maio. Urestis quibus 

voluptatese num essit ex eum ut ut molor sinis arumque que sit 

harcimetus explaut earuptat.

Sub sub header

Ut re laccae porrovit andempo repero il elliqui totatem quaspis 

mincienist essita as simpeditae core quam eum fugiti abo. 

Itaeperum quunt et expliqu iatus, sinctia quia quiam est, qui unt 

et re, volupta aut omnis es et prat.

Sub sub header

Fugiam reperibus aut voluptatium inissumquiae repel ipsaeptam, 

audit idelitatusam qui sum apis quas ipsam adias discim harum 

dolorecabo. Nam coreprehent essitat aturecum dolorep eritatur 

alibus a sim volori dit laborem ipidem aut delluptate rehento 

et quamus dolutem pelicient lacipsundi sedi aut acero iscidel 

luptaecaero cullupiet et id et, il earupta tectenihit et labore 

doloreriatem aut aliquosant hit, eum velit molecepelit pro 

odipitae sapercipit, vellabo. Nam fugitiist, sitis as magnis aute 

dit ea quiae et mo ent volorepudio. Fugit eatectur reribus eost, 

cupta nos site exped mi, omnis expe nis a accus por renditatiis sit 

vent officto ressinveri dolorerem fuga. Lisquuntium iure pro et 

inum experov itatia cum abor aceatiam sum, omnient facestionse 

moluptatem fuga. Et quia volorestin nimilli tiaeptatur?

Sub sub header

Des amet endiat dusa volorem reratecus most que corerem 

liquiae ssequaesent idelluptat volut aut aut reptam ex experum 

idunt abo. Ollenimodis rerum faccum aute officatur sim santio. 

Dae sincid uta sita natiam, est exped etur rem doloreptae et 

in expedis ipsae. Pe nimporest quodion sendis milit enis eatios 

eaque num cum alicia prorept atibus ra duci ut doluptis pliquis 

ma sam, ut ent.

Num alis quatio evendis dis as restibus, te prepero eatet 

remolessi berciet reius, sanda nonemol uptatatur? Quidelis et et 

pra delicimus ullesti voluptas ut volent, nobis explis esti omniae 

cusam volendam, temquatis sanime dessim quas erupta quis eum 

necearc hicaepelit rae volupta tentorit et enet quo tecestius 

estiunt et que prereni hilluptatur alit dolles perumquis ma verci 

ipsaess ecatias et vent a cullisque idebit odignie ndelles accupis 
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Benefits of trading 
Covered Calls
•	 Generating	income

 Writing Covered Calls generates income in the form of 

option premium. If the underlying share does not close 

above	the	Covered	Call’s	strike	price	at	expiry	then	the	

Covered	Calls	expire	out-of-the-money.	The	investor	then	

keeps their shares and the premium they received from 

selling the Covered Calls and is kept as profit.

•	 Limited	downside	protection

If the underlying share falls, the option premium received 

effectively cushions the Covered Call writer from part of 

the	loss	incurred	from	holding	the	shares.	For	example,	if	

the	investor	received	a	R5.00	premium	per	Covered	Call	

sold,	they	are	effectively	“protected”	from	a	R5.00	fall	in	

the underlying share because the value lost from the price 

of	the	shares	falling	by	R5.00	will	be	offset	by	the	Covered	

Call premium received, however anything more than a 

R5.00	fall	would	be	a	loss	for	the	investor.

•	 Shareholder	benefits

An investor that writes Covered Calls will have the same 

benefits as an ordinary share holder as they are still the 

holder of the underlying shares. The investor will receive all 

dividends that are paid by the underlying and still keep their 

voting rights. Keep in mind that if the investor’s shares 

are called away at expiry then the investor would no 

longer hold the shares and receive these benefits.

Risks in trading 
Covered Calls
•	 Market	risk	

 Whilst the premium received provides partial protection 

from the underlying share falling, you are only cushioned 

by the amount of premium received, you still have full 

exposure	to	the	underlying	share	(for example, if the 

investor received a R5.00 premium per Covered Call, you 

are effectively covered for a R5.00 fall in the underlying, 

anything more than that would be a loss to the investor).

•	 Limited	profit	

	 The	maximum	profit	from	a	Covered	Call	strategy	will	be	

limited, by writing calls the investor is capping their upside 

at the strike price of the Covered Call plus the premium 

received, so the investor will miss out on any of the upside 

if the share moves higher than the strike price. So there is a 

potential opportunity cost to writing Covered Calls. 

•	 Exercise/Assignment

If	the	investor’s	Covered	Calls	expire	In-the-money	the	

shares will automatically be delivered to the bank and they 

will be paid the strike price. If the investor believes there is 

a	chance	that	the	Covered	Calls	could	expire	in-the-money	

and does not want to give up their shares, they will need 

to unwind the covered call position by buying the Covered 

Calls back from the bank at the current market price. 

Please note that the Covered Call could cost more than 

what the investor originally sold them for depending on 

a number of factors such as how much time has gone by 

and what the underlying share has done since entering 

the initial trade (please refer to Appendix 1 for more 

information on option pricing).
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•	 Taxation

It is beyond the scope of this booklet to provide a detailed 

treatment	of	the	taxation	issues	that	are	relevant	to	trading	

in	Covered	Calls.	You	should,	however,	take	taxation	into	

consideration when you are trading in Covered Calls, just as 

you would when trading in shares.

We	advise	that	you	obtain	specific	tax	advice	from	an	

independent	tax	advisor	or	SARS	prior	to	trading	in 

Covered Calls.

How does trading  
Covered Calls via the  
OST platform work?
Covered Calls traded through the Online Share Trading Platform 

(OST) are traded over the counter (OTC) and are not exchange 

traded as in the U.S. market where investors trade options 

on	exchange.

When investor’s trade Covered Calls via OST they will be entering 

into a contract between themselves and The Standard Bank 

of South Africa Limited (SBSA). Investors rely solely on SBSA 

making good on its obligations that is (they have counterparty 

risk to SBSA).

A call option’s premium changes as the underlying share price 

moves up and down.  SBSA as the buyer of the investors Covered 

Calls is at risk from these price movements. To hedge this risk 

out, SBSA would need to sell (short) a specific amount of shares 

(we call this delta) for a Covered Call order to be completed. 

An investor’s Covered Call order will only be completed once 

the delta hedge for the underlying shares has been completed. 

If the order does not fully match, the investor will have sold a 

volume of Covered Calls in the same ratio as the delta hedge 

was matched in. At the time the investor places their Covered 

Call order, they will have the ability to choose the limit price 

for the delta hedge. The price of the delta hedge is important 

because it has a direct impact on the amount of option premium 

received. Keep in mind that if the investor sets their delta level 

too high then there is a chance that the order won’t match and 

they	won’t	execute	their	trade.

Covered	Calls	will	expire	at	the	close	of	the	equities	market	 

(5	pm).	The	official	JSE	closing	price	of	the	underlying	share	will	

be	used	to	determine	whether	an	investor’s	Covered	Calls	expire	

in or out of the money. 
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im to build a detailed understanding of our clients’ immediate 

and strategic investment goals, to ensure the most appropriate 

deposit	or	investment	solution	for	your	specific	requirements.	

Our	experienced	specialists	have	in-depth	knowledge	of	the	

legal, fiscal and regulatory frameworks in emerging markets. 

Our money market solutions integrate seamlessly with other 

products	and	services	such	as	foreign	exchange	or	interest	rate	

derivative products, to ensure optimal value for our clients. 

In	South	temquo	ea	dignis	aut	que	parum	eum	nam	consequis	

alias sanim

Covered Calls

How to register to trade 
Covered Calls
Registration is a simple process if you are already an Online 

Share Trading user.

Existing users

•	 Log	on	to	OST.

•	 Select	“My	account	 Product registration  Option 

Strategies”	on	the	main	menu	items.

•	 Enable	one	of	the	existing	trading	accounts	to	trade	

Covered Calls or open a new trading account for Covered 

Call trading.

Additional	accounts	do	not	carry	extra	monthly	subscription	fees!

New Clients

•	 Open	an	account	by	logging	on	to	www.securities.co.za 

and completing the necessary online registration process.

•	 Wait	for	your	application	to	be	processed	and	your	FICA	

documents to be verified.

•	 Follow	the	same	steps	as	detailed	above	for	“Existing	users”.

Tips on trading Covered Calls
•	 Strike	prices

 Investors should be writing Covered Calls over shares they 

are neutral to mildly bullish on; in other words the investor 

should believe that there will be little to minimal upside 

movement	in	the	underlying	share.	Out-of-the-money	

options are options where the strike price is higher than the 

underlying share price, the higher the strike price the more 

upside potential you have (higher strike price also means 

less option premium received).

 If an investor is bearish on a share they are writing Covered 

Calls	over,	they	could	trade	In-the-money	calls	rather	

(Covered Call strike price lower than where the underlying 

share	is	trading).	In-the-money	options	have	intrinsic	value	

making	them	(on	a	like	for	like	basis)	more	expensive	than	

out-of-the-money	options.	The	more	premium	received	

from a Covered Call sale the more downside protection a 

investor will have, however, it is important to note that you 

stand a greater chance of getting your shares called away 

at	expiry	due	to	the	strike	price	being	lower	(lower	than	

the	current	underlying	share	price)	requiring	the	share	to	

fall below the strike price for the investor not to have their 

stock called. 

•	 Expiry	dates	

 An option’s premium is not a linear function of time, on a 

relative	basis	(all	else	remaining	equal	that	is:	dividends,	

volatility, interest rates).

•	 Earning	events	

 It is important to take note of when a company reports 

its earnings, remember that by writing Covered Calls the 

investor is giving away all upside in the underlying share 

above the Covered Call’s strike price. If the company reports 

earnings higher than what the market has anticipated, the 

share could rise sharply and the investor could potentially 

forego the upside past the Covered Call strike.

•	 High	volatility	shares	

 Volatility is one of the most influential factors on an option’s 

premium,	with	all	else	remaining	equal,	the	higher	the	

volatility, the higher an option’s premium will be. By writing 

Covered Calls over shares with higher implied volatility an 

investor	will	maximize	the	option	premium	received.	Keep	

in mind that the higher the underlying share’s volatility, the 

more	chance	there	is	of	extreme	price	movements	which	

means there is a higher probability that the underlying share 

could reach the Covered Call’s strike price. 

Refer to Appendix 1 for more information on 

option pricing.
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•	 Dividends	

	 If	the	underlying	share	is	expected	to	pay	a	dividend	on	

or	before	the	expiry	date	of	a	Covered	Call	then	the	Call	

Option	premium	will	be	discounted	(if	the	ex-dividend	date	

falls	within	the	expiry,	not	the	payment	date),	the	higher	

the dividend, the cheaper the call option’s premium will be. 

Most	companies	pay	dividends	semi-annually,	so	be	aware	

of when a company pays its dividends because if there is a 

dividend	expected	before	the	expiry	of	a	Covered	Call,	you	

will receive less premium. Remember that an investor will 

still receive all dividends that the underlying share pays only 

as long as they still hold the underlying shares. 

 Refer to Appendix 1 for more information on 

option pricing. 

Corporate events
An	option	buyer/seller	has	exposure	to	the	underlying	share	

over which the option is written. Occasionally a company will 

declare some form of corporate event which can have a material 

impact on the capital structure of the company and/or the value 

of its share price. These corporate events include activities such 

as special dividends, capital reductions, return of shareholders 

premium,	splits,	consolidations,	mergers	and	acquisitions.	

Whenever such events occur, the option contracts written over 

the underlying company’s shares need to have their terms 

adjusted accordingly so that both the buyer and seller of the 

option contract are not prejudiced. The adjustments will have the 

effect of putting the investor in the same financial position as 

they would have been prior to the corporate event. 

Refer to the ISDA agreement for more details on the handling 

of the various corporate events.

Trading and other charges
Covered Call brokerage

OST charges a brokerage on all Covered Call trades entered 

into	on	a	particular	trading	day.	Multiple	orders	matched	on	the	

same day for the same Covered Calls (same underlying, strike, 

expiry	date)	in	the	same	direction	(selling	or	buying)	will	only	be	

charged a single brokerage fee. Brokerage will be charged at the 

prevailing Covered Call brokerage rate.
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Other fees to consider

Brokerage and other statutory fees will be incurred when 

trading in the underlying shares, in order to trade a Covered 

Call an investor would have to first hold the underlying shares. 

Purchasing the underlying shares will incur costs:

•	 Brokerage	at	the	investor’s	prevailing	brokerage	rate.

•	 Securities	Transfer	Tax	on	purchases	at	the	prevailing	rate.

•	 Investor	Protection	Levy	at	the	prevailing	rate.

•	 Strate	fees	at	the	prevailing	rate.

Appendix 1: Option pricing
Call and Put options

A Call option gives the holder the right but not the obligation 

to	buy	a	specific	quantity	of	shares	(the	underlying)	at	a	

predetermined	price	(strike/exercise	price)	on	or	before	a	

specified	date	(expiration	date).	With	all	else	being	equal,	a	Call	

options value will increase if the underlying share price increases.

A Put option gives the holder the right but not the obligation 

to	sell	a	specific	quantity	of	shares	(the	underlying)	at	a	

predetermined	price	(strike	%	exercise	price)	on	or	before	a	

specified	date	(expiration	date).	With	all	else	being	equal,	 

a Put options value will increase if the underlying share 

price decreases.

Option terms

An option contract will have a number of terms that are 

determined at the time the investor trades. These terms are 

fixed	and	do	not	change,	unless	in	the	case	of	a	corporate	action.	

•	 Underlying

 The underlying of an option contract is the underlying share 

that a holder has the right to buy (or sell for puts).

•	 Expiry	date

	 All	options	have	an	expiry	date,	an	option	trader	would	have	

until	this	day	to	exercise	their	options.	At	expiry	an	option	

may or may not have value, this depends on whether the 

option	expires	In	or	Out	of	the	money.

•	 Strike	price

	 An	option’s	strike	price	(exercise	price)	is	the	level	that	the	

underlying share needs to be above (for Calls) and below 

(for Puts) in order for the option to have a positive value at 

expiry.	This	strike	price	is	set	at	the	time	the	investor	trades	

and	cannot	change	(except	in	the	case	of	a	corporate	event,	

for	example	a	share	split).

•	 American	and	European	style

	 Options	come	in	two	styles,	American	and	European.	

American	style	options	can	be	exercised	at	any	time	up	to	

and	including	the	expiry	date.	A	European	style	option	can	

be	exercised	only	on	the	expiry	date.	Online	share	trading	

covered	calls	are	all	European	style.	

Option pricing and valuation

In addition to an option’s terms, the option’s price is dependent 

upon the following factors:

•	 Underlying	share	price

 The sensitivity of an option’s price to a change in the 

underlying price is called the delta. It gives the relative 

change	in	the	price	of	an	option	for	a	1%	change	in	the	

underlying. If the underlying share price increases, Call 

options will increase in value and Put options will decrease 

in value.

•	 Time	to	expiry

 Options lose value with the passage of time, this change 

is known as theta. Over the course of an option’s life the 

theta increases and is highest in the last three months of an 

option’s	life.	As	a	general	rule	of	thumb,	an	at-the-money	

option will lose one third of its value in the first two thirds of 

its life and lose two thirds of its value in the last third 

of its life.

•	 Volatility

 By definition volatility is a statistical measure of the 

tendency of a market or security to rise or fall sharply within 

a short period of time. Volatility is typically calculated by 

using	variance	or	annualized	standard	deviation	of	the	price	

or return. In layman’s terms volatility is a measure of the 

speed of a market. Slow moving markets have low volatility 

levels while fast moving markets have high volatility levels. 

In a low volatility market price movement is limited and 

options will be relatively cheap. While in a high volatility 

market,	the	chances	for	extreme	price	movement	are	

greater	and	hence	the	options	will	be	more	expensive.

•	 Interest	rates

 An increase in interest rates will make Call options more 

expensive	and	Put	options	cheaper,	the	reason	for	this	

can	be	explained	by	comparing	an	option	position	versus	

holding the underlying shares. It is much cheaper to buy 

a Call option than the underlying share, the Call option 

buyer should then be willing to pay more for a Call option 

when rates are relatively higher because the investor could 

then	invest	the	difference	in	the	total	capital	required	and	
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earn	interest.	The	sensitivity	of	an	option’s	to	short-term	

variations in interest rates is called the rho. For normal 

changes in interest rates the impact of rho on the pricing of 

the option is very small.

•	 Dividend expectations

 Holders of options do not receive the dividends paid on the 

underlying shares. However; the dividend stream is priced 

into the options so that option holders aren’t prejudiced 

in	holding	options	over	ex-dividend	dates.	Options	do	not	

carry voting rights, nor do they allow the holder of the 

options to participate in rights issues or bonus issues of the 

underlying share. 

	 Any	changes	in	expected	dividends	generally	have	a	small	

impact on the value of the option compared with other 

variables. Generally when a company declares its dividends 

different to what was estimated there will be a change in 

the price of an option. The higher the dividend, the lower 

the value of a Call and the higher the value of a Put.

 Ordinary dividends (Cash or Scrip) and Debenture interest 

payments are the only type of dividends that are priced into 

an option. All other types of distributions such as special 

dividends, capital reductions or return of share holder 

premium are not priced in to the option. In order for an 

option investor to not be prejudiced the option contracts will 

have their terms adjusted to place the investor in the same 

financial position as before the corporate event.

The table below above shows the direction (up or down) that the 

value of Call and Put options will move in response to a change 

in these market variables, subject to all the other variables being 

held constant.

Intrinsic value and Time value

An option’s price (premium) is made up of Time value and 

Intrinsic value, Intrinsic value is simply the amount the option is 

In-the-money,	for	a	Call	option	this	means	that	the	underlying	

share price is higher than option’s strike price. Time value is the 

basically the value of the probability of the underlying share 

price	reaching	the	option’s	strike	price	by	expiry.	Time	value	is	

the value that will be lost as theta.

Example:

•	 Let’s	assume	we	are	dealing	with	a	Call	option	that	has	a	

strike	price	of	R100.00

•	 Assume	that	the	Call	option’s	premium	is	R15.00	per	option.

•	 Assume	the	underlying	share	is	trading	at	R110.00.

•	 Intrinsic	value	is	R10.00	(R110.00	–	R100.00).

•	 Time	value	is	R5.00	(R15.00	–	R10.00).

Market	variable Change in 
variable

Call Put

Underlying price h h i

Time	to	expiry i i i

Volatility h h h

Interest rates h h i

Dividend	expectations h i h
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Appendix 2:  
Glossary of terms
Call Option

An option is a financial derivative contract between two parties, 

a buyer and seller. The buyer of the option pays a fee called 

option premium to receive the right but not the obligation 

to	buy	a	specific	quantity	of	shares	(the	underlying),	at	a	

predetermined price (strike price), on or before a  

specified	date	(expiration	date).

Covered Call

A Covered Call is a strategy whereby an investor writes  

(sells/shorts) a Call option over shares they already own 

to a buyer (in this case The Standard Bank of South Africa 

Limited).	The	Call	options	are	considered	“covered”	because	

the	underlying	shares	fully	collateralize	(cover)	the	obligation	

created from writing the Calls.

Over the counter (OTC)

Trading	in	some	context	other	than	on	a	formal	exchange	such	

as	the	JSE	Ltd.	Also	refers	to	instruments	that	trade	via	a	dealer	

network or directly with a large corporate (like SBSA) as opposed 

to	on	a	centralised	exchange.

Spot price

The	spot	market	is	also	called	the	“cash	market”	or	“physical	

market”,	because	prices	are	settled	in	cash	on	the	spot	at	

current market prices, as opposed to forward prices. In other 

words,	the	price	at	which	an	underlying	share	trades	at	on	the	JSE.

Option premium

The	buyer	of	a	Call	option	pays	a	cash	amount	called	“option	

premium”.	In	a	covered	calls	strategy,	the	investor	is	selling	a	 

Call option and therefore receives option premium.

Strike/Exercise	price

The	strike	(exercise)	price	is	the	price	at	which	an	option	

contract	can	be	exercised.	For	Call	options,	this	is	the	price	

at which the underlying share can be bought by the option 

holder (buyer) from the option writer (seller). The strike price is 

determined at the time the option contract is traded.

Expiry/Maturity	date	

The last day that an option contract is valid for, at the end of this 

day	(JSE	close)	the	option	contract	ceases	to	exist.

Underlying

For an option contract, the underlying is the share that is 

delivered	when	the	option	is	exercised.
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Exercise

Exercising	an	option	is	when	an	investor	“converts”	their	options	

into shares. The option holder pays the option contract’s strike 

price to the option writer (seller) and in turn receives the 

underlying shares. 

Out-of-the-money	(OTM)

A	Call	option	will	be	considered	out-of-the-money	(OTM)	when	

the underlying share price is below the option contract’s strike 

price.	An	OTM	option	will	be	worthless	at	expiry.

At-the-money	(ATM)

A	Call	option	will	be	considered	at-the-money	(ATM)	when	the	

underlying share price is the same as the option contract’s strike 

price.	An	ATM	option	will	be	worthless	at	expiry.

In-the-money	(ITM)

A	Call	option	will	be	considered	in-the-money	(ITM)	when	the	

underlying share price is higher than the option contract’s strike 

price.	An	ITM	option	will	be	worth	its	intrinsic	value	at	expiry	

(underlying share price less strike price).

Unwind

This is the process of closing out an option contract position, 

with a Covered Call strategy the investor has sold a call option to 

the bank, to unwind or close out the position, the investor would 

need to purchase the Call option back from the bank.

Volatility

Volatility is a statistical measure of the tendency of a market 

or security to rise or fall sharply within a short period of time. 

Volatility is typically calculated by using variance or annualised 

standard deviation of the price or return. In layman’s terms 

volatility is a measure of the speed of a market. Slow moving 

markets have low volatility while fast moving markets have 

high volatility.

Authorised financial services and registered credit provider (NCRCP15) 
The	Standard	Bank	of	South	Africa	Limited	(Registered	Bank)	Reg.	No.	1962/000738/06	SBSA	113604-5/13

Disclaimer
This	document	has	been	prepared	solely	for	information	purposes	by	The	Standard	Bank	of	South	Africa	Limited,	acting	through	its	Corporate	and	Investment	Banking	Division	(“SBSA”).	
Any	indicative	terms	provided	to	you	are	provided	for	your	information	and	do	not	constitute	an	offer,	a	solicitation	of	an	offer,	an	invitation	to	acquire	any	security	or	to	enter	into	any	
agreement,	or	any	advice	or	recommendation	to	conclude	any	transaction	(whether	on	the	indicative	terms	or	otherwise).	Any	information,	indicative	price	quotations,	disclosure	materials	or	
analyses	provided	to	you	have	been	prepared	on	assumptions	and	parameters	that	reflect	good	faith	determinations	by	us	or	that	have	been	expressly	specified	by	you	and	do	not	constitute	
advice by us and it should not be relied upon as such. The information, assumptions and parameters used are not the only ones that might reasonably have been selected and therefore no 
guarantee	is	given	as	to	the	accuracy,	completeness,	or	reasonableness	of	any	such	information,	quotations,	disclosure	or	analyses.	No	representation	or	warranty	is	made	that	any	indicative	
performance or return indicated will be achieved in the future. This document is not an official confirmation of terms, and any transaction that may be concluded pursuant to this document 
shall be in terms of and confirmed by the signing of appropriate documentation, on terms to be agreed between the parties. The information in the document is also subject to change with-
out notice. SBSA, or an associated company, may have effected or may effect transactions for its own account in any investment outlined in the document or any investment related to such 
an	investment.	Prospective	investors	should	obtain	independent	advice	in	respect	of	any	product	detailed	in	this	document,	as	SBSA	provides	no	investment,	tax	or	legal	advice	and	makes	no	
representation or warranty about the suitability of a product for a particular client or circumstance. Transactions described in this material may give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable 
for all investors. SBSA will only provide investment advice if specifically agreed to by SBSA in appropriate documentation, signed by SBSA. This information is to be used at your own risk, and 
SBSA makes no representation with regard to the correctness of the information herein.


